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1. INTRODUCTION

Data cleaning is an essential step to prepare the data for analysis [34, 54],
because most datasets in real life contain much noise and missing values [22].
For example, a table consisting of a variable “years of education” may encode a
missing value as “99”. It is almost impossible for a person to have 99 years of
education, and we need to remove this value before running a regression on the
data. Otherwise, the regression results would be distorted.

Nevertheless, data cleaning is often overlooked for various reasons. One
reason is that early-career professionals focus on the analysis due to the over-
emphasis of statistical modeling in graduate school programs [41]. Another
reason is that data cleaning is often viewed as a tedious and time-consuming
task [43]. According to a report done by CrowdFlower in 2016 [14], most data
scientists spend more than half of their work time cleaning and organizing data.

1.1. Text Data Cleaning

The under-appreciation of text data cleaning is a more severe problem be-
cause people tend to care less about text data than numerical data [48, 44]. This
is unfortunate, although understandable because text data are unstructured and
more difficult to analyze than the numerical counterparts [39]. Many charac-
teristics of numerical data are not transferable to text data, such as mean and
standard deviation.

Recently, due to the emerging need of text data mining [17], more and
more resources are available for text data processing [18, 3, 40]. However, most
of them describe text data cleaning as an important step before the analysis,
without providing concrete evidence of why this step is crucial. If we can quantify
the text data cleaning results, the importance of preprocessing the data is clearly
demonstrated. Quantifiable results are published in many different fields to show
new research findings, and text data cleaning results should not be an exception.

A unique issue with text data is that many statistical models perform ran-
dom permuation of words and do not account for word order [55], resulting
in confusion and loss of semantic information. For example, the two sentences
“the department chair couches offers” and “the chair department offers couches”
comprise the exact same words, but with completely different meanings. The first
sentence probably came from a university administration report, and the second
sentence may be written by a retail store [50].
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1.2. N-Gramming and Word Distinctivity

Text data cleaning needs to preserve the word order to mitgate the prob-
lem, and one common solution is n-gramming [47, 26], i.e. retaining special
phrases in the corpus, such as “white house” and “new york”. The phrases are
called n-grams [5]. The n-gramming process helps recover semantic information
because words within a preserved special phrase are regarded as a single token
in text analysis. For example, the two sentences “The white person lives in the
house.” and “The person lives in the White House.” contain the exact same words
but have completely different meaning. If the term “White House” is separated
as two words, the original meaning is lost.

N-gramming has been widely used in natural language processing, such as
machine translation [53], speech recognition [52], and information retrieval [25,
15]. Discussion and comparison of various n-gram sizes (i.e., how many words
each n-gram contains) are also extensive in the literature [29, 32].

Nevertheless, few previous studies [50] evaluate the information gain from
n-gramming, not to mention quantifying it. Even though many researchers in the
text mining field regard n-gramming as a necessity in text data processing, it can
be challenging to explain to business stakeholders why n-gramming is worth the
time spent. Most business stakeholders would like to see quantifiable results,
such as “a 20% increase in model accuracy.”

To quantify the improvement of text classification results from n-gramming,
we propose the “word distinctivity” as a metric. Word distinctivity refers to how
“distinctive” a word is, or in plain language, how likely the word is assigned to a
certain topic.

In mathematical terms, word distinctivity is defined as

max
i
P ( topic i| word j, data ),

i.e., taking the maximum probability of how likely a topic i is, given a specific
word j and the data.

Here, text classification is also known as topic modeling, the classification
process that assigns text documents into various topics.

1.3. Overview of Topic Modeling

Topic modeling is actually an automated process of classifying text docu-
ments into different topics, which is a part of natural language processing. A
common approach for topic modeling is the latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [6],
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and the algorithm outputs a topic assignment vector for each document, as well
as the “top” words for each topic. The number of topics is a preset constant, while
the contents of each topic are to be determined by the text corpus. LDA seems
to be the standard algorithm of topic modeling because many researchers extend
LDA to more advanced topic models [35, 38, 27].

Nevertheless, to the best of my knowledge, no one has questioned the fun-
damental criteria of how LDA selects the “top” words in each topic – the selection
is based on the posterior probability P ( word j| topic i, data ). This answers the
question “Given topic i and the data, which words would the model generate?”
But more often than not, we are given a document with words, and would like
to know which topic(s) the words belong to. Hence a better selection criteria
is P ( topic i| word j, data ), which is the word distinctivity before we take the
maximum probability across each topic.

Since topic models assign each word in the corpus to one or more topics,
we use the word distinctivity to measure the signal strength generated by each
word. If a word (or a retained phrase) has a high probability to be assigned to a
particular topic, the word is considered highly distinctive. Upon seeing this word,
we know that it is highly likely that the word came from the particular topic. On
the contrary, if a word is equally likely to be assigned to all topics, the word has
low distinctivity.

To compare and quantify the topic modeling results, we created two ver-
sions of the same text dataset – before and after n-gramming and implemented
the LDA algorithm with the same number of preset topics. To show the improve-
ment from n-gramming, we look at the word distinctivity of a retained phrase
and the word distinctivity of each word in that phrase. The former is expected to
be much higher than any of the latter.

2. DATA DESCRIPTION

Our text dataset originates from the collection of 109,055 blog posts from
the top 467 US political blogs, as ranked in 2012 by Technorati (now Syna-
cor) [24]. The blog posts were written in English. The blog post collection was
obtained from MaxPoint Interactive (now Valassis Digital), where the computer
scientists web-scraped the text and stemmed the words using a modified version
of Snowball [30] developed in-house. Therefore, the words in the corpus are
actually tokens, but we use the terms “word” and “token” interchangeably.

“Stemming” a word removes its suffix and keeps only its root, and the out-
put is a “token”. In this way, words of the same root are consolidated into the
same token. For example, according to the wordStem function in the R package
SnowballC [7], “worry” and its present principle form “worrying” are both as-
signed to the same token “worri”. When we summarize the word counts in the
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corpus, we may see that “worry” appears 50 times and “worrying” appears 30
times. After stemming the corpus, we would see that “worri” appears a combina-
tion of 80 times. The stemming process not only reduces the size of vocabulary,
but also increases the readability of the results.

We focus on the articles relevant to the fatal shooting of Trayvon Martin by
George Zimmerman on February 26, 20121, which triggered a heated debate on
the media and many political blogs. Among the 109,055 blog posts, 450 contains
the keyword “Trayvon”, and the 450 blog posts form the actual corpus for analy-
sis. We call the text corpus the “Trayvon Martin dataset”, and we generated two
versions of this dataset.

2.1. First Version: Stop Words Removed (Before N-Gramming)

In the first version, we removed predefined stop words (approximately
300) with little semantic meaning (e.g. “to”, “for”) from the Trayvon Martin
Dataset. Note that negation terms, such as “no”, “not”, and “don’t”, are excluded
from the stop word list, because they can reverse the meaning of the next word.
For example, “not a good idea” means “a bad idea”.

Since many topic models are bag-of-words models and do not preserve
word order [42], one solution [11] is to replace words and a preceding negation
term with its corresponding antonym, e.g. “not good” becomes “bad”. However,
this is outside the paper’s scope because we would like to focus on the improve-
ment of topic modeling results from n-gramming, instead of adding another vari-
ation to the data.

2.2. Second Version: Special Phrases Retained (After N-Gramming)

In the second version of the dataset, we identified and preserved the special
phrases. The process is called n-gramming, whose goal is to keep sets of words
with high probability of co-occurrence. If a special phrase contains n words, it
is called an n-gram. In particular, a word can be called a uni-gram; a two-word
phrase retained this way is a bi-gram, and a three-word phrase of this kind is a
tri-gram. Section 3.1 explains the n-gramming methodology in detail.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shooting_of_Trayvon_Martin

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Shooting_of_Trayvon_Martin
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3. METHODS

The methods section describes the n-gramming process, the latent Dirichlet
allocation (LDA) algorithm, and the word distinctivity measure. The n-gramming
process is used to keep certain words together, so their order would not be af-
fected by the bag-of-words models, which assume an orderless document repre-
sentation. The LDA is used for topic modeling, and it determines which document
contains which topic(s) in a probabilistic way. The word distinctivity measure
determines which word(s) have a strong signal in topic identification, and this
measure can be computed from the LDA topic assignment vectors.

3.1. N-Gramming

The objective of n-gramming is to retain phrases with high probability of
occurrence. One obvious solution is to select phrases that appears many times
in the corpus, but this is likely to include many common expressions with little
semantic meaning.

A major question we also try to answer is, “Given a particular word, how
likely is this word going to follow it?” The Turbo Topics [5] software demon-
strated an example: Given the word “new” in their corpus, the word “york” fol-
lows it 60% of the time. Therefore, we can infer that “new york” is a bi-gram.

To identify the n-grams, we start by searching for all n-word phrases (a.k.a.
n-gram candidates) and filter them in terms of raw frequency and conditional
probability. Next, we set certain thresholds to determine which are the actual
n-grams, and finally provide the implementation results.

3.1.1. Search for N-Gram Candidates

We retrieve all n-gram candidates in the corpus by “shingling” at the word
level [45, 8], a standard approach of slicing down a long sentence into phrases
with n words each [19, 9]. In comparison, “shingling” at the character level
creates each n-gram candidate as a string of n characters, which is not of interest
here [49, 10].

If a sentence contains n words, then there are n uni-grams, n − 1 bi-gram
candidates, and n− 2 tri-gram candidates. For example, “heard gun shot outside
apartment yesterday” contains 6 words, 5 two-word phrases, and 4 three-word
phrases, listed as below:
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• Text: “heard gun shot outside apartment yesterday”

• Two-word phrases: “heard gun”, “gun shot”, “shot outside”, “outside apart-
ment”, and “apartment yesterday”

• Three-word phrases: “heard gun shot”, “gun shot outside”, “shot outside
apartment”, and “outside apartment yesterday”

Note that “n-gram candidates” are different from “n-grams”. The former
term refers to the n-word phrases which can potentially be n-grams. The latter
term “n-grams” refers to only the selected ones n-word phrases, typically with
both practical and statistical significance. How we select actual n-grams from the
candidates is described next.

3.1.2. Raw Frequency: Practical Significance

For an n-word phrase to “qualify” as an n-gram candidate, the phrase must
occur at least a certain number of times in the data, so setting a minimum cut-
off frequency is essential [51, 16]. The raw frequency threshold corresponds to
the practical significance of n-grams and removes rare words, which have little
semantic meaning in the corpus. One example is the name of the police officer
who arrested George Zimmerman.

A default minimum frequency of 5 is recommended by the Microsoft Azure
Machine Learning Studio [31], but this is too low for the Trayvon Martin dataset.
The results include lots of unmeaningful phrases, such as “countri better” and
“claim obama”.

Instead, the cutoff for phrase counts should be determined by corpus size,
and we empirically set it to 100 for the bi-grams in the Trayvon Martin dataset.
That is, to be considered a bi-gram candidate, any two-word phrase has to appear
in the corpus at least 100 times.

3.1.3. Conditional Probability: Statistical Significance

The conditional probability is also a widely used approach to filter out n-
gram candidates [9, 13], and this measures the statistical significance of each
n-word phrase. The conditional probability in n-gramming is denoted as

P (word n| words 1, · · · , n− 1),

i.e., the probability of getting the nth word given the first n− 1 words.
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In mathematical terms, the marginal probability P (word) is the frequency
of the word, divided by the total number of words in the corpus. Similarly,
P ( words 1, · · · ,m) is the frequency of the m-word phrase, divided by the to-
tal number of words in the corpus.

Hence the conditional probability of n-grams is written as

P (word n| words 1, · · · , n− 1) =
P (words 1, · · · , n)

P ( words 1, · · · , n− 1)

=
Frequency of words 1, · · · , n

Frequency of words 1, · · · , n− 1
.

Particularly, the conditional probability for bi-grams is P (word 2 | word 1).
If the answer is “yes” to the question “Is Word 2 more likely to follow Word 1?”,
then the two words should form a bi-gram.

The hypotheses are:

• H0 : P (word 2 | word 1) ≤ P (word 2)
• H1 : P (word 2 | word 1) > P (word 2)

The p-value cutoff is set to 0.05 by default, and this removes most words
which just happened to appear together. For example, “said obama” is a common
phrase but not a meaningful bi-gram, and the high frequency is due to the high
marginal probability of “said”.

Note that the raw frequency cutoff is also crucial, since rare phrases can
distort the conditional probability and produce undesirable results. As an ex-
treme example, if the first word appears only once in the data, the second word
following the first word has conditional probability of 100%.

3.2. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)

LDA is a Bayesian data generative process that performs topic modeling,
i.e., classifies documents and words into topics. The LDA algorithm first draws
each topic from a Dirichlet distribution as the prior, then updates the probabil-
ities by using the words in the documents. Finally, the algorithm outputs the
top.topic.words for each topic, based on the posterior probability
P ( word j| topic i, data ) for each combination of topic i and word j.

For each document, LDA outputs the topic proportions – the probabilistic
topic assignment vector. The number of components of this vector is equal to
the preset number of topics. The probabilities for topics are defined using word
counts, i.e., the number of relevant words in the document. For example, (0.5,
0.3, 0.2) means the document has topic proportions 50% in Topic 1, 30% in Topic
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2, and 20% in Topic 3. In this document, 50% of the words belong to Topic 1,
30% of the words belong to Topic 2, and 20% of the words belong to Topic 3.

LDA also produces topic assignments at the word level, which is the main
usage in this paper. For example, a word has a probabilistic topic assignment
vector (0.5, 0.3, 0.2), and we implemented 100 simulations. This means the
word is assigned to Topic 1 for 50 times, assigned to Topic 2 for 30 times, and
assigned to Topic 3 for 20 times.

3.2.1. Setup

The LDA algorithm assumes the corpus D to be a fixed set of M documents
and the words from a finite vocaublary set W. The LDA also requires a predefined
number of topics K, and the setup is specified as below.

• Fixed set of M documents: D = {D1, · · · , DM}

• Words within a document Dd: Wd = {wd,1, · · · , wd,Nd
}

– The document Dd contains Nd words.

• Finite vocabulary set: W = W1
⋃
· · ·

⋃
WM , with size N

– W is the union of all sets Wd, where d = 1, · · · ,M .

– The vocabulary set of D contains N words in total.

• Predefined number of topics K

• Fixed vectors α = (α1, · · · , αK) and β = (β1, · · · , βK)

For the parameters, we set the number of topics toK = 5 and αi = 0.1, βi =
0.1 for all i = 1, · · · ,K, same as previous researchers did on the Trayvon Martin
dataset [42, 1].

3.2.2. Algorithm Description

The data generative process of LDA is defined as below, and the plate di-
agram is illustrated in Figure 1. The word proportion vector φk determines the
relative “weights” of each word in topic k, and the topic proportion vector θd
determines how the document Dd is composed from each of the K topics.
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• For each topic k

– Draw a word proportion vector: φk|α ∼ DirichletN (α)

• For each document Dd

– Draw a topic proportion vector: θd|β ∼ DirichletK(β)

– For each word wd,i in document Dd

∗ Draw a topic assignment zd,i|θd ∼ Multinomial(θd)
∗ Draw a word from the topic wd,i|φzd,i ∼ Multinomial(φzd,i)

Figure 1: Plate diagram for the LDA process

The full posterior model specification of LDA is:

p(θ1:M , z1:M,1:N , φ1:K |w1:M,1:N ,α,β,K)

=
p(θ1:M , z1:M,1:N , φ1:K |α,β,K)× p(w1:M,1:N |θ1:M , z1:M,1:N , φ1:K ,α,β,K)∫

φ1:K

∫
θ1:M

∑
z1:M,1:N

p(θ1:M , z1:M,1:N , φ1:K , w1:M,1:N |α,β,K)
.

Since a document Dd has only Nd words, wd,n = 0 for all n > Nd, i.e., a
non-existent word. Similarly, zd,n = 0 for all n > Nd, i.e., a non-existent topic
assignment.

The prior p(θ, z,φ|α,β,K) can also be written as

p(φ|α,K)p(θ|β,K)p(z|θ),

which is derived from the data generative process.

On the other hand, the likelihood in the denominator is intractable, and this
requires Markov Chain Monte Carlo or variational inference methods to compute.
Existing solutions include a variational Bayes approximation approach [6] and a
collapsed Gibbs sampler that integrates out both θ and φ [20].
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3.3. Word Distinctivity

Word distinctivity measures how “distinctive” a word is in terms of topic
classification, and this can be regarded as an add-on to the LDA model. Since
LDA returns words of the highest (posterior) probability given each topic and
the data, the output compares many words and decides which ones should be
assigned to the particular topic. In contrast, word distinctivity compares the
assignment probabilities across topics for a particular word, so when we see the
word, we know how likely it is from a certain topic.

Word distinctivity is defined as the highest posterior probability of a word to
be assigned to a particular topic. For example, if a word w1 has a topic assignment
vector of (0.1, 0.6, 0.3), the word distinctivity of w1 is 0.6. To put it differently,
word distinctivity is the maximum signal level observed from the word.

For another example, assume the words w2, w3 have topic assignment vec-
tors (0.33, 0.34, 0.33) and (0.80, 0.10, 0.10), respectively. Then w2 has low
distinctivity because its topic assignment vector nearly corresponds to a discrete
uniform distribution, which has the largest entropy. On the other hand, w3 has
high distinctivity, because given w3 and the data, we are 80% sure that the word
w3 came from the first topic.

Using the Bayes’ theorem, we can convert the direct output of LDA
P ( word j| topic i, data ) into the word distinctivity candidates for word j:

P ( topic i| word j, data ) =
P ( word j| topic i, data )P ( topic i)∑

topic k P ( word j| topic k, data )P ( topic k)
.

Then we take the maximum probability across all topics, and the value is
the word distinctivity of word j:

max
i
P ( topic i| word j, data ).

4. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

We demonstrated the statistical methods on the Trayvon Martin dataset
(described in Section 2). First, we identified and created 22 bi-grams from n-
gramming. Next, we implemented LDA and compared the topic modeling results
before and after n-gramming. Then we converted the LDA posterior probabili-
ties into word distinctivity, and we compared the new results again to show the
information gain from bi-grams – the increase in word distinctivity. Finally, we
compared the selected words for each topic under different versions of LDA im-
plementations, showing that word distinctivity also improves the quality of topic
modeling results.
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4.1. N-Gramming Output

In the Trayvon Martin dataset, n-gramming was implemented in R using
code from an existing GitHub repository [23]. The function textToBigrams gen-
erates bi-grams from the corpus; the cutoff frequency is set to 100; the level of
statistical significance is set to 0.05.

The 22 bi-grams generated from the Trayvon Martin dataset are:

barack_obama, black_panther, civil_right, comment_dave

dave_surl, dont_know, dont_think, fox_news

georg_zimmerman, gregori_william, look_like, mitt_romney

neighborhood_watch, new_york, presid_obama, right_wing

self_defens, stand_ground, trayvon_martin, unit_state

white_hous, year_old

The bi-grams fall into three categories: people names, special phrases, and
common expressions. For most bi-grams, the original form can be clearly deter-
mined, e.g. “unit state” is originally “United States”. The special phrases, such
as “neighborhood watch” and “self defens” are the most interesting because they
may not be easily identified when they were two separate words. We expect an
increase in semantic information when the special phrases are regarded as single
tokens.

There are few tri-grams of interest because more than 93% of the three-
word phrases appear only once in the Trayvon Martin dataset. On the other
hand, we found an extremely long n-gram – one blogger includes the Second
Amendment to the United States Constitution2 in every post, just like a signature.

4.2. Topic Modeling Results

We implemented LDA for topic modeling using the R package lda [12],
with the main function lda.collapsed.gibbs.sampler [20, 28]. Then we list
the top 10 words for each LDA-generated topic from the function top.topic.words.
Table 1 shows the results before n-gramming. Table 2 shows the results af-
ter n-gramming, and four bi-grams are present – “fox news”, “trayvon martin”,
“georg zimmerman”, and “dave surl”.

The five topic names are manually assigned from the vocabulary, and the
topics are also aligned for easy cross-table comparison. The first four topics are

2“A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people
to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.”
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Table 1: Before n-gramming: Top 10 words for each LDA-generated topic

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
General Election Incident News Coverage Gun Laws
like obama zimmerman anonym law
peopl presid martin fox gun
dont year said news ground
comment romney trayvon liber stand
get american polic tommi forc
know democrat georg malkin alec
think said call msnbc mar
right nation black show defend
make women prosecutor conserv reason
white govern charg gregori shoot

Table 2: After n-gramming: Top 10 words for each LDA-generated topic

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
General Election Incident News Coverage Zimmerman Trial
like obama zimmerman anonym comment
peopl presid martin liber spokesmancom
get year case fox perjuri
make american polic tommi dave surl
know romney law show bond
think republican trayvon martin conserv free
right govern said news access
say law georg zimmerman fox news view
dont women trayvon msnbc surl
see countri shoot hanniti account

the same for both tables and are explained as below:

• Topic 1 is “General” because the words are used in everyday language, such
as “like”, “get”, “know”, and “think” – obviously not a distinctive topic.

• Topic 2 is “Election”, mainly due to the words “obama”, “presid”, and “rom-
ney”, which normally appear in the 2012 US presidential election.

• Topic 3 is “Incident” due to the key words “martin” (or “trayvon martin”)
and “zimmerman” (or “georg zimmerman”) for the fatal shooting incident
of Trayvon Martin.

• Topic 4 is “News Coverage”, because of the words “anonym” (anonymous),
“fox” (Fox News), “malkin” (Michelle Malkin, an American political com-
mentator), and “msnbc” (an American television network).

The last topic differs in the results before and after n-gramming. In Ta-
ble 1, Topic 5 is “Gun Laws” because of the words “law”, “gun”, “ground”, and
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“stand” (stand your ground law), although it is a little difficult to tell. In contrast,
Topic 5 in Table 2 is “Zimmerman Trial” due to the words “perjuri”, “bond”, and
“free”. Both “Gun Laws” and “Zimmerman Trial” are meaningful topics, but we
can reveal one, but not both, from a single iteration of the LDA topic model.

The function top.topic.words in the R package lda [12] selects words for
each topic based on the posterior probability P ( word j| topic i, data ), i.e. the
probability of getting word j given topic i and the data. This seems reasonable
because the function returns words that are most likely to appear in each topic.

However, some words (or bi-grams) in the topics are not “distinctive” enough
– these words are common across the corpus and are (unfortunately) not stop
words. For example, the bi-grams “trayvon martin” and “georg zimmerman” be-
long to Topic 3 (Incident) in Table 2 because the incident is about George Zim-
merman shooting Trayvon Martin. But the opposite does not hold: Upon seeing
the bi-gram “georg zimmerman”, we do not know whether it came from Topic 3
(Incident), Topic 4 (News Coverage), or Topic 5 (Zimmerman Trial).

Our explanation is that the two bi-grams have low distinctivity in terms of
topic selection, i.e., upon seeing them, we do not know which topic they belong
to. Another example is the words in Topic 1 (General) – the words in this partic-
ular category also often appear in other topics. This presents the need of “word
distinctivity”, that is, given the word, how likely it is going to be in a certain topic.

Remarks

We had to manually align the topics in Tables 1 and 2 from the original LDA
output, because which topic is labeled as “Topic 1” is arbitrary in the LDA output.
This is a common labeling issue in finite mixture models, where the label’s index
has no meaning to the model itself [37]. LDA does not “know” which topic the
words actually belong to; instead, LDA simply determines which words belong to
the same topic.

In addition, the meaning of the bi-gram “dave surl” is difficult to determine
because we do not have the original, non-stemmed version of the Trayvon Martin
corpus. We used the R package SnowballC [7] and found the stemmed token of
the word “surveillance” to be “surveil”, not “surl”.

4.3. Conversion to Word Distinctivity

For word distinctivity, we used the R package topicmodels [21] because it
is much easier to obtain the posterior probability values than from the R package
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lda. In the R package topicmodels, the posterior function returns the pos-
terior probabilities P ( word j| topic i, data ) and P ( topic i| document d, data )
for each combination of topic i, word j, and document d.

In Section 4.2, we demonstrated using the R package lda on purpose be-
cause the function top.topic.words returns the words with the highest posterior
probability for each topic. This is an easy and straightforward way to obtain the
LDA topic modeling results. Actually, the results from R package topicmodels

based on posterior probability are not ideal – the same word or bi-gram can ap-
pear in more than one topic.

Tables 3 and 4 list the top 10 distinctive words for each topic from LDA.
The former shows the results before n-gramming, while the latter shows the re-
sults after n-gramming and contains nine bi-grams. The two tables share the
same five topics (in alphabetical order):

Table 3: Before n-gramming: Top 10 distinctive words for each topic from LDA

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
Election Gun Laws News Coverage Racism Zimmerman Trial
barack alec tommi hoodi spokesmancom
mitt gun anonym dispatch surl
presid moral tue mar perjuri
obama legisl malkin sharpton corey
administr group idiot minut dave
candid individu stupid polic bond
tax weapon gregori martin expert
health ground palin trayvon access
congress violenc rich walk prosecutor
romney violat liber unarm comment

Table 4: After n-gramming: Top 10 distinctive words for each topic from LDA

Topic 1 Topic 2 Topic 3 Topic 4 Topic 5
Election Gun Laws News Coverage Racism Zimmerman Trial
mitt romney spokesmancom malkin black panther comment dave
barack obama york palin sharpton dave surl
alec retreat tue panther perjuri
congress stand ground fox young surl
administr access hanniti white dave
econom neighborhood watch tommi race bond
tax hoodi msnbc black expert
economi sanford dog trayvon comment
senat self defens anonym racism voic
unit state florida mitt drug corey

• Topic 1 is “Election” – the 2012 US presidential campaign between Barack
Obama and Mitt Romney.

• Topic 2 is “Gun Laws” due to the words “gun”, “moral”, “legisl”, “individu”,
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“weapon”, and “violenc”. This topic is about whether people are allowed to
have their own guns.

• Topic 3 is “News Coverage”. The words “malkin” and “gregori” refers to
the American political commentators Michelle Malkin and Dick Gregory,
respectively.

• Topic 4 is “Racism” mainly because of the word “sharpton”. Al Sharpton is
known for his engagement in civil right cases involving racism. Moreover,
the word “hoodi” refers to a hoodie because Trayvon Martin was wearing a
hooded sweatshirt at the time of the shooting incident.

• Topic 5 is “Zimmerman Trial” due to the words “perjuri” and “prosecutor”.

In Table 4, some bi-grams make it easier to identify the topics. For instance,
the bi-grams “stand ground” (stand your ground law) and “self defens” make it
clear that the Topic 2 is about gun laws. In Topic 4, the bi-gram “black panther”
(Black Panther Party) shows discussion about racism.

The key bi-grams to the Trayvon Martin dataset, “trayvon martin” and
“georg zimmerman”, are not present in the top 10 distinctive words. The whole
corpus is related to the two terms, but given these bi-grams, it is difficult to know
which sub-topic they come from. As a result, they are not “distinctive” enough
within the Trayvon Martin dataset.

4.4. Quantitative Comparison: Increase in Word Distinctivity

This section compares the results in Tables 3 and 4. Since “People don’t
ask how; they ask how much,” we need to quantify the improvement of topic
modeling results from n-gramming. Hence we define the “change” of word dis-
tinctivity for words as the difference between the word distinctivity before and
after n-gramming. The definition of the “change” is slightly different for words
(uni-grams) and for bi-grams.

4.4.1. Words (Uni-Grams)

In mathematical terms, the change of word distinctivity is written as

max
i

[P ( topic i| word j, data after )]−max
i

[P ( topic i| word j, data before )],

where “data before” refers to the data before n-gramming, and “data after” refers
to the data after n-gramming.
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For example, if the topic assignment vector for a word w changes from (0.8,
0.1, 0.1) to (0.05, 0.9, 0.05), the change of word distinctivity for w is 0.9 − 0.8
= 0.1. Since n-gramming increases the word distinctivity of w, this is evidence
of n-gramming improving the topic modeling results.

Note that word distinctivity is defined as the maximum value of the com-
ponents in the vector, so the order of the components does not matter. The word
distinctivity values 0.8 and 0.9 do not have to be in the same position in the topic
assignment vector.

4.4.2. Bi-Grams

Similarly, the change of word distinctivity for a bi-gram is written as

max
i

[P ( topic i| bi-gram b, data after)]−max
i

[P ( topic i| bi-gram b, data before)],

where the first component refers to the word distinctivity of the bi-gram b after
n-gramming.

We need to explicitly define the second component, since the bi-gram was
not formed before the n-gramming step. A bi-gram contains two words, so the
word distinctivity of the bi-gram b before n-gramming should be the higher of
the two words’ distinctivity values. That is, the “baseline” of a bi-gram’s word
distinctivity is the highest distinctivity of the two words.

In mathematical terms, the word distinctivity of a bi-gram before n-gramming
is defined as

max
i

[P ( topic i| bi-gram b, data before )]

= max{max
i

[P ( topic i| word 1, data before)],max
i

[P ( topic i| word 2, data before)]}.

The bi-grams of interest would have this feature: The two words have low
distinctivity, but the formed bi-gram has high distinctivity.

4.4.3. Increase in Word Distinctivity

Table 5 presents the eight bi-grams in the Trayvon Martin dataset whose
word distinctivity increased at least 0.15 after n-gramming. They are listed in
descending order of the increase in distinctivity. These bi-grams are of interest
because they start with a low distinctivity of each word, but the bi-gram has a
high distinctivity. In this way, the bi-gram almost always appears in a certain
topic, so the uncertainty in topic identification decreases.
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For example, the bi-gram “black panther” is highly distinctive (90.1%) be-
cause it refers to the Black Panther Party. But if we look at the words “black” and
“panther” separately, the meaning is not as clear. “Black” may refer to the color
or the race, and “panther” may refer to the animal or the movie Panther3.

For another example, the bi-gram “neighborhood watch” is also highly dis-
tinctive (85.2%) because it refers to a group whose goal is to prevent crime within
a neighborhood. If we break down the bi-gram, “neighborhood” and “watch” are
common words and are often used in everyday English.

Table 5: The increase of word distinctivity in bi-grams

Distinctivity Distinctivity Distinctivity Increase
Bi-gram of bi-gram of word 1 of word 2 in distinctivity

black panther 0.901 0.484 0.525 0.376
unit state 0.848 0.479 0.475 0.369
self defens 0.798 0.370 0.476 0.322

neighborhood watch 0.852 0.584 0.463 0.269
white hous 0.793 0.354 0.528 0.265

stand ground 0.910 0.632 0.687 0.222
year old 0.574 0.385 0.391 0.183
new york 0.491 0.339 0.314 0.152

4.5. Qualitative Comparison: Improvement of Topic Modeling Results

Last but not least, we also performed a qualitative comparison of the topic
modeling results, and we examined the selected words for each topic under dif-
ferent versions of LDA implementations. The versions are determined by whether
the input data were before or after n-gramming, and whether the selection cri-
teria was the traditional posterior (Section 4.2) or the word distinctivity (Sec-
tion 4.3).

The two LDA versions with word distinctivity both identified the topic
“Racism” (Tables 3 and 4), while the versions using the traditional posterior did
not (Tables 1 and 2). Next, we would like to present interesting results for the
topics “Election” and “Gun Laws”.

Table 6 compares the selected words for the topic “Election”. The word
“obama” appears in all four versions because Barack Obama ran for the 2012 US
presidential election. Political party names such as “democrat” and “republican”
appear only in the traditional posterior versions, and they are replaced with non-
partisan government words in the word distinctivity versions, such as “congress”,
“tax”, and “administr”.

Although we performed n-gramming to the corpus, the bi-grams show up

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panther_(film)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Panther_(film)
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only when we applied the word distinctivity criteria to choose words (tokens,
to be exact) for each topic. In the fourth column of Table 6, the two presiden-
tial candidate names “mitt romney” and “barack obama” are on top of the list.
This is much more informative than the other three versions, showing that the
combination of n-gramming and word distinctivity works better.

Table 6: Comparison of selected words for the topic “Election”

Before N-gramming After N-gramming Before N-gramming After N-gramming
Traditional Posterior Traditional Posterior Word Distinctivity Word Distinctivity

obama obama barack mitt romney
presid presid mitt barack obama
year year presid alec

romney american obama congress
american romney administr administr
democrat republican candid econom

said govern tax tax
nation law health economi
women women congress senat
govern countri romney unit state

Table 7 also attempts to compare the selected words for the topic “Gun
Laws”, but this topic does not exist in the version of after n-gramming and tradi-
tional posterior. That is, when using the traditional posterior probability as the
selection criteria, we could reveal the topic “Gun Laws” before n-gramming, but
could not do so after n-gramming. Performing n-gramming is expected to result
in information gain of the topic modeling results, but we did not see the desired
outcome.

On the contrary, the combination of n-gramming and word distinctivity
works well in Table 7. Three informative bi-grams appear: “stand ground” (stand
your ground law), “neighborhood watch”, and “self defens”. It is much easier to
infer the context from the bi-gram “stand ground” than from the two separate
words “stand” and “ground”.

Table 7: Comparison of selected words for the topic “Gun Laws”

Before N-gramming After N-gramming Before N-gramming After N-gramming
Traditional Posterior Traditional Posterior Word Distinctivity Word Distinctivity

law alec spokesmancom
gun gun york

ground moral retreat
stand legisl stand ground
forc N/A group access
alec individu neighborhood watch
mar weapon hoodi

defend ground sanford
reason violenc self defens
shoot violet florida

In short, n-gramming improves the topic modeling results, but it is difficult
to show the improvement without using word distinctivity as the selection criteria
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of top.topic.words.

4.6. Limitations

We can safely assume that topics with more highly distinctive tokens are
better defined, but we are unable to prove or disprove whether n-gramming in-
creases our ability to correctly guess the document’s topic proportions, given that
the Trayvon Martin dataset does not contain the ground truth. Existing litera-
ture [33] also shows that evaluating an unsupervised model is difficult. However,
it is possible to create a synthetic dataset with pre-defined topic proportions from
Wikipedia articles [11], then we can use the new dataset to test the hypothesis.

5. DISCUSSION

Adequate text data preprocessing helps in topic modeling, and the improve-
ment of results from n-gramming can be quantified by word distinctivity. After
we identify and combine the words with special meaning into bi-grams, more se-
mantic information is retained, leading to a stronger signal in topic classification.

In this way, the text data cleaning quality can be measured in terms of topic
modeling results at the word level. By retaining special phrases (i.e., bi-grams),
n-gramming increases the word distinctivity, and word distinctivity improves the
quality of the LDA-identified topics. Some bi-grams have a higher distinctivity
than either of the two word components, so the signal of topic assignment is
stronger after the bi-gram is formed.

On the other hand, the effect of n-gramming at the corpus level is still
unclear, since bi-grams account for only a small part of a text database [2]. We
attempted to measure the prediction power from the corpus after n-gramming,
and we used “perplexity” as a single number to summarize how well the topic
model predicts the remaining words, given a part of the document [4]. The
perplexity is the effective number of equally likely words based on the model, so
the perplexity is inversely proportional to the precision of the predictive model
output. Nevertheless, the t-test results were inconclusive [11]. Therefore, more
research is needed to evaluate the overall improvement of topic modeling results
after n-gramming.
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6. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This research is a start of quantifying topic model performance, and we
hope to further improve the text data cleaning process and statistically evaluate
the results. We quantified the increase of word distinctivity from n-gramming
in Section 4.4, and we are still looking for a metric to numerically measure the
quality of selected topic words. Section 4.5 gives a preliminary and qualitative
comparison to show evidence that the word distinctivity is a better selection cri-
teria than the traditional posterior.

Moreover, a potential solution to the LDA labeling issue (Section 4.2) is
seeded topic models [46]. The seeded topic model preassigns each topic with
a word, then the model “grows” each topic from the preassigned word. An ex-
ample is to start the first topic (Election) with “barack obama”, the second topic
(Gun Law) with “self defens”, and the third topic (Racism) with “sharpton” (Al
Sharpton). Other deterministic relabeling strategies are described in [37] and
the R package label.switching [36].

A new possible direction is to compare various existing methods and deter-
mine which method is most appropriate for which type of text corpus. We used
a list of predefined stop words to remove the words with little semantic meaning
in the corpus, but there may exist better ways to perform text data cleaning.

Another possible extension is to combine the n-gram construction and the
LDA into a single Bayesian hierarchical model. By introducing additional latent
variables to determine the probability of a phrase to be an n-gram, we can elimi-
nate the frequentist approach of testing for n-grams.
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